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AbstractThis is a continuation of our paper \A Theory of Pfa�an Orientations I: Perfect Matchingsand Permanents". We present a new combinatorial way to compute the generating functionsof T -joins and k-cuts of graphs. As a consequence, we show that the computational problemto �nd the maximum weight of an edge-cut is polynomially solvable for the instances (G;w)where G is a graph embedded on an arbitrary �xed orientable surface and the weight functionw has only a bounded number of di�erent values. We also survey the related results concerninga duality of the Tutte polynomial. In a continuation of this paper which is in preparation wepresent an application to the Ising problem of three-dimensional crystal structures.





3.1. IntroductionThis is a continuation of our paper \A Theory of Pfa�an Orientations I: Perfect Matchingsand Permanents". We present a new combinatorial way to compute the generating functions ofT -joins and k-cuts of graphs.A graph is a pair G = (V;E) where V is a set and E is a set of unordered pairs of elements ofV . The elements of V are called vertices and those of E are called edges. If e = xy is an edgethen x; y are called endvertices of e.In this paper V will always be �nite, G = (V;E) will always be a graph and xe will be avariable associated with each edge e of G. We let x = (xe : e 2 E) denote the vector whosecomponents are indexed by the edges of G and, for M � E, we let x(M) denote the product ofthe variables of the edges of M .A graph (V 0; E0) is called subgraph of graph G = (V;E) if V 0 � V and E0 � E. A perfectmatching of a graph is a set of pairwise disjoint edges, whose union equals the set of the vertices.Let P = v1; e1; v2; e2; :::; vi; ei; vi+1; :::; en; vn+1 be a sequence such that each vj is a vertex ofa graph G, each ej = vjvj+1 is an edge of G, and vi 6= vj for i < j except of i; j = 1; n + 1. Ifalso v1 6= vn+1 then P is called a path of G. If v1 = vn+1 then P is called a cycle of G. In bothcases the length of P equals n.The graph G = (V;E) is connected if any pair of vertices is joined by a path, and it is called2-connected if the graph Gv = (V � fvg; fe 2 E; v =2 eg) is connected for each vertex v of G.Each maximal 2-connected subgraph of G is called 2-connected component of G.De�nition 1.1. The generating function of perfect matchings of G is the polynomial P(G;x)which equals the sum of x(P ) over all perfect matchings P of G.A subgraph G0 = (V;E0) of a graph G = (V;E) is called eulerian if the degree of each vertexof G0 is even.De�nition 1.2. The generating function of eulerian subgraphs of G is the polynomial E(G;x)which equals the sum of x(U) over all eulerian subgraphs U of G.Let G = (V;E) be a graph and T � V . A T -join is a subgraph G0 = (V;E0) such that thedegree of a vertex v of G0 is odd if and only if v 2 T . Eulerian subgraphs are T -joins whenT = ;.De�nition 1.3. Let G = (V;E) be a graph and T � V . The generating function of T -joins ofG is the polynomial TT (G;x) which equals the sum of x(W ) over all T -joins W of G.Next we consider k-cuts.De�nition 1.4. Let k � 1 and let G = (V;E) be a graph. A pair (fV1; :::; Vkg; E0) is calledk-cut if fV1; :::; Vkg is a partition of V into k non-empty disjoint subsets and E0 is the set of alledges with the endvertices in di�erent parts Vi, i = 1; :::; k.De�nition 1.5. The generating function of k-cuts is the polynomial Ck(G;x) which equals thesum of x(C) over all k-cuts (fV1; :::; Vkg; C) of G.



4.Embedding of a graph on a surface is de�ned in a natural way: the vertices are embedded aspoints, and each edge is embedded as a continuous non-self-intersecting curve connecting theembeddings of its endvertices. The interiors of the embeddings of the edges are pairwise disjoint.The genus g of a graph G is that of the orientable surface of minimal genus S � IR3 on whichG may be embedded.The following theorem is the main result of [2].Theorem 1.6. Let G be a graph of genus g. Then P(G;x) may be expressed as a linear com-bination of 4g square roots of determinants.2. T -joins.There are several ways of relating the problem of counting eulerian subgraphs and the problemof counting perfect matchings. Each method involves replacing each vertex of a given graph by acluster of vertices in a new \counting" graph. One of these methods turns out to be more properfor our purposes since it preserves the genus of the original graph. It was originally proposed byFisher (see [1]) for counting the number of eulerian subgraphs of a graph. Here we extend hisconstruction in order to solve the more general problem of counting the number of T -joins of agraph.The construction may be performed in polynomial time and hence, together with Theorem1.6, yields an algorithm to compute TT (G;x).Other constructions leading to the same result are useful in the study of crystal structures.We will discuss them in greater detail in a forthcoming paper.De�nition 2.1. Let G = (V;E) be a graph and let v 2 V . Let e1; :::; ek be an order of the edgesof G incident with v. Even splitting of v is a graph G0 = (V 0; E0) such that V 0 = V � fvg [fv1; :::; v6kg, and E0 = E � fe1; :::; ekg [ fe01; :::; e0kg [ fvtvt+1; 0 < t < 6kg [ fv3j+1v3j+3; j =0; :::; 2k � 1g where e0i is obtained from ei by replacing v by v6(i�1)+2, i = 1; : : : ; k. We say thate0i is the image of ei in G0.Odd splitting of v is obtained from the even splitting of v by deleting vertices v6k, v6k�1, v6k�2.De�nition 2.2. Let G = (V;E) be a graph and T � V . We denote by Gs = (Vs; Es) the graphobtained from G by odd splitting of all vertices of T and even splitting of all vertices of V � T .If the edge f 0 of Gs is the image of the edge f of G then we let xsf 0 = xf . We let xse = 1 for theremaining edges e of Gs.Theorem 2.3. Let G be embeddable on an orientable surface S and let each even and oddsplitting of a vertex be performed in the clockwise order of the embeddings of its incident edges.Then Gs is also embeddable on S. Moreover P(Gs; xs) = TT (G;x).Proof. The �rst statement follows from the de�nition of even and odd splitting. Next, observethat each T -join W of G is in one-to-one correspondence with a perfect matching PW of Gs.Note that PW contains the set of the images of the edges of W . This together with the choiceof xs implies that x(W ) = xs(PW ), for each T -join W , and the theorem follows.



5.3. k-cuts.In this section we consider the generating function of multicuts of a graph and we derive animportant relation of it with the generating function of eulerian subgraphs of the same graph.It is well known that for a planar graph G, the cuts of G are in one-to-one correspondence withthe eulerian subgraphs of its geometric dual G�. This correspondence does not hold anymorefor graphs embeddable on surfaces of genus greater than zero; in these cases we need a moregeneral duality result, due to van der Waerden (see [8], [10], [4]).We use the following notation:sinh(z; x) = zx � z�x2 ; cosh(z; x) = zx + z�x2 ; th(z; x) = sinh(z; x)cosh(z; x) :Note that sinh(x) = sinh(e; x) and cosh(x) = cosh(e; x).Given a graph G = (V;E), we denote by � 2 f1; : : : ; kgjV j a jV j-dimensional vector whosecomponents �i, i = 1; : : : ; jV j, take values in the set f1; : : : ; kg. Clearly, any such vector identi�esa partition of V into k disjoint sets and, consequently, a k-cut of G.Let us denote by � the vector indexed by the edges of G whose component �ij = �(�i�j),ij 2 E, equals 1 if �i = �j and �1 otherwise.Moreover, for any A � E we letUk((V;A)) = X�2f1;:::;kgV Yij2A �(�i�j):Theorem 3.1. Let G = (V;E) be a graph, z a variable and k > 1. ThenzPf2E xf [k + kXi=2 i! ki!Ci(G; (z�2xf : f 2 E))] =(Yf2E cosh(z; xf )) XA�EUk((V;A) Yf2A th(z; xf )):Proof. Using the following identityzx�(�i�j) = cosh(z; x) + �(�i�j)sinh(z; x)the result follows after some algebraic manipulations. In fact,zPf2E xf [k + kXi=2 i! ki!Ci(G; (z�2xf : f 2 E))] = X�2f1;:::;kgV (Yij2E z�(�i�j)xij ) =X�2f1;:::;kgV (Yij2E(cosh(z; xij) + �(�i�j)sinh(z; xij))) =(Yf2E cosh(z; xf )) X�2f1;:::;kgV (Yij2E(1 + �(�i�j)th(z; xij))) =(Yf2E cosh(z; xf )) X�2f1;:::;kgV XA�E(Yij2A �(�i�j)th(z; xij)) =



6. (Yf2E cosh(z; xf )) XA�E Uk((V;A)) Yf2A th(z; xf )where Qij2A �(�i�j)th(z; xij) = 1 if A = ;. Hence, the theorem follows.Specializing the above result to the case of edge-cuts, i.e. k = 2, we obtain the followingresult:Theorem 3.2. Let G be a graph, z a variable and let C02(G;x) = C2(G;x) + 1. Then2zPf2E xfC02(G; (z�2xf : f 2 E)) = (Yf2E cosh(z; xf ))2jV jE(G; (th(z; xf ) : f 2 E)):Proof. We have, from Theorem 3.1, that2zPf2E xfC02(G; (z�2xf : f 2 E)) = (Yf2E cosh(z; xf )) XA�EU2((V;A)) Yf2A th(z; xf ):Now observe that if A � E is a cycle and � 2 f1; 2gV arbitrary then Qij2A �(�i�j) = 1. HenceU2((V;A)) = 2jV j when (V;A) is an eulerian subgraph. Moreover, if (V;A) is not an euleriansubgraph, then observe that U2((V;A)) = 0.Theorem 3.3. Let k be a positive integer, Let G be the class of graphs G = (V;E) such thatthe edges are partitioned into at most k classes and the variables xe are equal in each class.Then there is a polynomial algorithm which, given G 2 G and E(G;x) as input, producesC2(G;x).Proof. By Theorem 3.2, we have thatYf2E cosh(z; xf )2jV jE(G; (th(z; xf ) : f 2 E)) =Yf2E zxf + z�xf2 2jV jE(G; (zxf � z�xfzxf + z�xf : f 2 E)) =Yf2E z2xf + 12zxf 2jV jE(G; (z2xf � 1z2xf + 1 : f 2 E)) =2 Yf2E zxfC02(G; (z�2xf : f 2 E)):Hence, C02(G; (z�2xf ; f 2 E)) = 2jV j�jEj�1 Yf2E z�2xf E�(z2xf : f 2 E));where E�(z2xf : f 2 E)) = Yf2E(z2xf + 1)E(G; (z2xf � 1z2xf + 1 : f 2 E)):



7.Observe that Qf2E z�2xfE�(z2xf : f 2 E)) is a polynomial Q(z�2xf : f 2 E) in the functionsz�2xf and hence, its nonzero monomials correspond uniquely to nonzero terms of C02(G; z�2x0f :f 2 E).It follows that, given G 2 G and E(G;x), the polynomial E�(G;x) and, consequently, C2(G;x)may be expressed in polynomial time.It immediately follows from Theorem 3.3, Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 1.6 that it is possible to�nd e�ciently the maximum weight of an edge-cut for the graphs G = (V;E) embeddable on anarbitrary �xed orientable surface, which have only a bounded number of di�erent edge-weights.Using similar arguments we can obtain a polynomial time algorithm when the weights areintegers bounded in the absolute value by a polynomial of the size of the graph. The details ofthese algorithms will appear elsewhere.4. A Duality of Enumeration.We will show now how the duality result proved in the previous section leads to interestingexpressions for well-known polynomials studied in combinatorics.We start considering the Tutte polynomial; it has been de�ned by Tutte ([6]) and it may beexpressed as a minor modi�cation of the Whitney rank generating function ([11]).De�nition 4.1. Let G = (V;E) be a connected graph. For A � E let r(A) = jV j � c(A), wherec(A) denotes the number of connected components of (V;A). Then letT (G;x; y) = XA�E(x� 1)r(E)�r(A)(y � 1)jAj�r(A):T (G;x; y) is called Tutte polynomial of graph G.More generally, Tutte polynomial of a matroid (see [9] for basic notions of matroid theory) isde�ned as follows.De�nition 4.2. Let M be a matroid on set E. For A � E let r(A) denote the rank of A in M .Then let T (M; x; y) = XA�E(x� 1)r(E)�r(A)(y � 1)jAj�r(A):T (M; x; y) is called Tutte polynomial of matroid M.For example if G is a graph and NG the graphic matroid of G then T (G;x; y) = T (NG; x; y).If M is a matroid and M� its dual then r�(E)� r�(A) = jAj � r(A) and we immediately getthat T (M; x; y) = T (M�; y; x). This relation is called duality of the Tutte polynomial.4.1. Weight enumerator of a linear code.Let V = Fn be a vector space over a �eld F. Each subspace C of V of dimension k is called alinear code of length n and dimension k. The elements of a linear code are called codewords. Theweight of a codeword is the number of its nonzero entries. The weight distribution of C is thesequence A0; A1; : : : ; An where Ai equals the number of codewords of C of weight i, 0 � i � n.



8.The dual code of C is denoted by C� and consists of all those n-tuples (d1; : : : ; dn) of Fnsatisfying c1d1 + : : :+ cndn = 0for all codewords (c1; : : : ; cn) 2 C. Hence, C� is a code of lenght n and dimension n� k.The weight enumerator of C is the polynomialAC(t) = nXi=0Aiti:The following theorem was proved by MacWilliams ([5]) and it states a fundamental relationbetween the weight enumerators of C and of its dual C�.Theorem 4.3. Let C be a linear code of length n and dimension k over GF [q] and 1+(q�1)t 6=0. Then AC�(t) = [1 + (q � 1)t]nqk AC( (1� t)1 + (q � 1)t ):If the linear code of length n is given as the row space of a k � n matrix A over a �eld F, i.e.C = fATx;x 2 Fkg, then we will denote it as C(F; A). Moreover, if a matroidM is representedby the columns of A, then we let M = M(F; C) and C = C(F;M). In this case we haveC� = fx 2 Fn;Ax = 0g.The following theorem was proved by Green ([3]).Theorem 4.4. Let C be a linear code of length n and dimension k over GF [q] and 0 6= t 6= 1.Then AC(t) = (1� t)ktn�kT (M(GF [q]; C); 1 + (q � 1)t(1� t) ; 1t ):Note that Theorem 4.3 also follows immediately from Theorem 4.4 and the duality of theTutte polynomial. As an immediate corollary we getCorollary 4.5. Let M be a matroid represented over GF [q] and let C(GF [q];M) be the linearcode of length n and dimension k. If (x� 1)(y � 1) = q and 0 6= y 6= 1 thenT (M;x; y) = yn(y � 1)�kAC(GF [q];M)(y�1):Consider now the following example. Let G = (V;E) be a graph and let NG be the graphicmatroid of G. Let OG be the oriented incidence matrix of G, i.e. jV j� jEj matrix obtained fromthe incidence matrix of G by replacing exactly one `1' of each column by `� 1'. The columns ofOG represent NG over an arbitrary �eld F.The set of the characteristic vectors of 2-cuts of a graph G (including the empty cut) equalsC(GF [2];NG) and the set of the characteristic vectors of eulerian subgraphs ofG equals C(GF [2];NG)�.Using this terminology, it may be checked easily that Theorem 4.3 generalizes Theorem 3.2.Theorem 4.6. Let G = (V;E) be a connected graph. ThenAC(GF [q];NG)(t) = 1 + qXi=2(q � 1):::(q � i+ 1)Ci(G; (t; :::; t)):



9.Proof. Let C = C(GF [q];NG). We have C = fOTGx;x 2 GF [q]V g and AC(t) is the weightenumerator of C. Let us de�ne an equivalence on GF [q]V by x � y if OTGx = OTGy. Observe thateach equivalence class consists of q elements since OTGx = OTGy if and only if x� y is a constantvector, i.e. (x�y)i = (x�y)j for each i; j 2 f1; :::; jV jg. Let C+ be the system (in di�erence witha set, some elements of a system appear several times) de�ned by C+ = (OTGx;x 2 GF [q]V ). LetAC+(t) =PjEji=0A+i ti, where A+i equals the number of vectors of C+ with i non-zero components.Since each equivalence class of � consists of q elements we have AC+(t) = qAC(t).If x = (x1; :::; xjV j) 2 GF [q]V then let lx be the number of di�erent values of xi, i = 1; :::; jV jand let V x1 ; :::; V xlx be the partition of V into lx non-empty classes such that the components ofx equal in each class.Let cut(x) be the subset of E formed by those edges having endvertices in di�erent sets V xi ,i = 1; :::; lx and let Cut(x) = (fV1; :::; Vlxg; cut(x)).Each Cut(x) is an lx-cut of G and the weight of the codeword OTGx equals jcut(x)j. Let C++be the system de�ned by C++ = (cut(x);x 2 GF [q]V ). Let AC++(t) = PW2C++ tjW j. We haveAC+(t) = AC++(t).For i = 1; :::; q let Xi = fx 2 GF [q]V ; lx = ig. De�ne an equivalence on Xi by x �� y ifCut(x) = Cut(y). Observe that each equivalence class of �� consists of q(q � 1):::(q � i + 1)elements. HenceqAC(t) = AC+(t) = AC++(t) = q + qXi=2 q(q � 1):::(q � i+ 1)Ci(G; (t; :::; t)):This proves the Theorem.By Corollary 4.5 and Theorem 4.6 we haveCorollary 4.7. Let G = (V;E) be a connected graph and let NG be the graphic matroid of G.If (x� 1)(y � 1) = 2 and 0 6= y 6= 1 thenT (G;x; y) = T (NG; x; y) = yjEj(y � 1)1�jV j[1 + C2(G; (y�1; :::; y�1)]:It follows that the Tutte polynomial of a graph of genus g may be expressed along the hyperbola(x � 1)(y � 1) = 2 as a linear combination of 4g Pfa�ans, and hence it may be determinede�ciently for the graphs embeddable on an arbitrary �xed orientable surface.It is natural to ask whether there is an analogy of this statement for binary matroids.4.2. Flow polynomial of graphs.We have C(GF [q];NG)� = fz 2 GF [q]E;OGz = 0g. The elements of C(GF [q];NG)� are owson G with values in GF [q]. An element of C(GF [q];NG)� is called nowhere-zero ow if itsweight equals jEj. Let F 0(G; q) be the subset of C(GF [q];NG)� consisting of nowhere-zeroows. F (G; q) = jF 0(G; q)j is called ow polynomial of G.Theorems 4.3, 4.6 express a duality between ows and cuts of a graph. It is a duality of theTutte polynomial.Nowhere-zero ows are studied extensively. The following theorem was proved by Tutte ([7]).



10.Theorem 4.8. Let G = (V;E) be a graph and let q be a power of a prime. ThenF (G; q) = (�1)jV j�jEj�c(G)T (G; 0; 1 � q):We give an interesting expression for F (G; q) which is new as far as we know.Theorem 4.9. Let G = (V;E) be a graph. ThenF (G; q) = q�jV j2�jEj XA�E Uq((V;A))qjAj(q � 2)jEj�jAj:Proof. Let C = C(GF [q];NG) and let D = C(GF [q];NG)�. By Theorem 4.3 we haveAD(t) = q1�jV j[1 + (q � 1)t]jEjAC((1� t)(1 + (q � 1)t)�1):From Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 3.1 we get for z > 0qAC(z�1) = q + qXi=2 q(q � 1):::(q � i+ 1)Ci(G; (z�1; :::; z�1)) =2�jEjz�jEj XA�E Uq((V;A))(z � 1)jAj(z + 1)jEj�jAj:If we let z = (1 + (q � 1)t)(1 � t)�1 we get for all t > 0, t 6= 1AD(t) = q�jV j2�jEj XA�EUq((V;A))(qt)jAj(2 + (q � 2)t)jEj�jAj:It follows that the leading coe�cient of AD(t), which equals F (G; q), is equal toq�jV j2�jEj XA�EUq((V;A))qjAj(q � 2)jEj�jAj:
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